Hi Charly,

Here's my proposal for double counting ...

A completed major or minor must include "designated" credits that do not overlap with the designated credits of any other major or minor. A major must include 24 designated credits, and a minor must include 12 designated credits. Designated credits are from any courses taken for the major or minor (i.e., not from specified courses). Beyond the restriction on designated credits, credits for majors and minors may be used to fulfill the requirements of other majors and minors. Courses from majors and minors may be used to satisfy the general education requirements of the College.

Let's put it on the agenda for the 4th.

Cheers,

Geoff

Geoff Sutcliffe  http://www.cs.miami.edu/~geoff
Department of Computer Science  Email : geoff@cs.miami.edu
University of Miami  Phone : +1 305-284-2158/284-2268
(Director of Undergraduate Studies)  FAX : +1 305 284-2264

----- "My cat" is not a float. Every string should learn to swim. ------